Act. 1

The Filths

'The Filths' is the first narrative in the series. The term Filths could refer to loathsome dirt or refuse, as in someone with corrupted state of being. I wanted to capture someone lurking beneath strange place and eerie lighting, giving off the DOP of anti-heroes. A swines; might be the perfect word to describe it. The title itself came from a famous quote of Travis Bickle from Taxi Driver (1976) whom I adore the most: A man who stood up against the scum, the dogs, the filths, the shit...
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Hansel gave him a sly, though she спала out a bit (2009-2011).

2017

Harlow gave him a sly, though she спала out a bit (2009-2011).

Blair gazed at the, illuminated in red.
Nanlla: accidentally put her hand on her hips, make it look sensual.

Nanlla: frowned from direct light.
Quintessential
-
Drawing Script
(exploded view)

These pages contain details of drawing script I specifically made for each photo session. This work contains handwritten narrative and graphite drawings, also several notes, polaroid photos, and scribbles bundled in a handmade folder in order to achieve a well-planned photo series.
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Drawing Script
(details)
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